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Mission & Aim

The Eastern Community Legal Centre is committed to reform that achieves equality and 
social justice within the legal system for disadvantaged members of the community.

Its aim is to work with its community to identify and address issues of inequality 
and injustice in the legal system.

• To provide free and accessible legal services 
that empower clients to meet their legal needs 
within a community development framework.

• To identify the legal needs of disadvantaged To identify the legal needs of disadvantaged To identify
people in the Eastern Community Legal Centre 
region through conducting research.

• To engage in collaborative partnerships and 
networks of agencies to assist in meeting the 
objectives of the Centre.

• To provide an organisational structure and 
policies and procedures to support the above 
objectives that specifically include processes 
for strategic planning and evaluation of the 
Centre’s activities.

• To promote awareness of the Centre and its 
activities within the community.

• To encourage the community’s involvement 
in the Centre’s activities with a particular 
emphasis on a proactive membership.

Objectives
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VOLUNTEERING
“Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing 
is going to get better. It’s not,” Dr Seuss..

Throughout this report there 
are statistics and graphs that 
demonstrate the many clients we 
help and the wonderful education 
and community engagement we 
are able to conduct. Underlying all 
this is the support of our volunteers
There have been many studies 
about the ‘cost’ saved in all types 
of industries with volunteers 
donating their time to support 
others in their endeavours. 
As an industry, the legal profession 
and those working within it are 
high on the list of those who 

demonstrate their generosity 
continuously and thanklessly. Now 
is our time to say … thank you.
With many volunteer programs to 
offer, to stories from clients in legal 
advice sessions at night service, 
to sharing stories by handballing a 
football with children at a school or 
local festival – our volunteers not 
only share their experiences but  
their willingness to be part of  
ECLC and their diversity of spirit to 
believe in our mission. 
Many thanks for a great year with 
many more to come. 
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COVERING MELBOURNE’S EAST
The Eastern Community Legal Centre has a catchment area that includes 
six local government areas. We believe this is the largest catchment area 
by population of all generalist CLCs in Australia.

Boroondara: Older and Wiser developed with  
Balwyn Welfare Association for Boroondara. 
Fred’s Fair Play! featured at Ashburton Festival.

Knox: Knox Accord partnership develops. 
Fred’s Fair Play! featured at Knox Festival.

Manningham: Outreach service established in 
Bulleen with BATCH. Extensive community legal 
education with many agencies and groups.

Maroondah: Eastern Family Law Partnership Pilot 
establishes outreach clinic and regular shared 
information sessions at Ringwood FRC.

Whitehorse: Council supports Human Rights are 
Aussie Rules in local schools. Diversity Consultancy 
Panel utilises local volunteers with broad perspectives 
to inform ECLC’s work.

Yarra Ranges: Legal needs study & campaigning 
calls for Yarra Ranges CLC. Bushfire response 
continues and ongoing outreach at Yarra Glen.

Outreach offices at Ashburton, Hawthorn, 
Bulleen, Ringwood, Rowville, Lilydale,  
Healesville, Yarra Glen and Yarra Junction.

The past year has again been busy for ECLC as we 
have continued to deliver innovative, flexible and 
responsive services across the Eastern region of 
Melbourne. In particular, we have remained responsive 
to issues related to the Victorian 
bushfires and as a result, have 
continued to lobby state and federal 
governments to fund a community 
legal centre based in the Yarra 
Ranges.  There has been much work 
undertaken to date and we look 
forward to seeing positive 
outcomes in the coming year.  

ECLC has continued to be 
successful in developing strategic 
partnerships and has gained a 
strong reputation as a good partner 
and a key organisation to involve 
on a diverse range of projects and 
activities. While maintaining our 
commitment to the provision of free 
legal assistance to those most in 
need in our communities, we also 
undertake a range of well planned and coordinated 
multidisciplinary responses through partnering 
with organisations such as Inner East Primary Care 
Partnership, Ringwood Family Relationship Centre and 
Eastern Domestic Violence Service.

Our work in the areas of Seniors Rights and Human 
Rights has continued strongly.  Recently, our Human 
Rights are Aussie Rules Project was invited to present 
to children at the 12th annual Garma Festival, a national 

forum promoting indigenous cultural 
exchange in Arnhem Land.  

This year we developed the Diversity 
Consultancy Panel in order to seek 
advice on how to improve our services 
and community education projects 
for our diverse communities. We 
continued the theme of ‘Diversity’ 
at our Volunteers Dinner where 
George Lekakis, Chair of the Victorian 
Multicultural Commission 
was guest speaker.

My sincere thanks go to our staff 
and volunteers who have worked 
tirelessly to ensure that people living 
in Melbourne’s East continue to have 
access to high quality community legal 
services and community education 

activities.  I would also like to acknowledge the hard 
work, commitment and strong leadership provided by 
our CEO, Michael Smith.

I would also like to thank the ECLC Board: Sue Carlile, 
Marie Casey, Helen Evenden, 
Rhonda Goodall, Kate 
Hamond, Maryclare Machen, 
Tony Monley, Lance Wilson, 
and Michael Smith for their 
involvement and input 
throughout the year, and in 
particular members of the 
Executive for their support of 
me in my role as Chair.

ECLC BOARDECLC BOARD

... we have remained 
responsive to issues 

related to the 
Victorian Bushfires 

and as a result, 
have continued 

to lobby state and 
federal governments 
to fund a community 
legal centre based in 

the Yarra Ranges.

Helen Killmier - Chairperson

“We may have different religions, different languages, 
different coloured skin, but we all belong to one human race,” 
Kofi Annan, 7th Secretary-General United NationsKofi Annan, 7th Secretary-General United Nations
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Many of ECLC’s clients are geographically isolated, with little or no access to public transport. In order to address 
this problem, ECLC conducts outreach services in a variety of locations throughout the east of Melbourne. The 

Centre also delivers community legal education sessions throughout these regions. It is this commitment to 
reaching out to our community that enables One Centre to listen to and share Many Stories.
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Hello, I’m wondering if you can help me…
Our Centre is built on stories. Every day people call 
up or come in and they have a story to tell. Sometimes 
they are funny, sometimes sad, too often they are scary 
stories filled with fear. Every story needs someone to 
listen and the Centre tries to match a story with the 
right listener. Thankfully the Centre 
has lots of excellent listeners.

Like a good story….?
This report contains many stories. 
Stories of different projects and 
initiatives. Stories of clients and 
the positive outcomes achieved by 
the lawyers and other staff working 
together. Stories of volunteers 
supporting their community in many 
ways. Stories that we would like to 
tell more of in the future. Enjoy the 
read.

A new story…
ECLC has continued to develop in 
the strategic areas defined by the 
Board, particularly in family law/
family violence, seniors and human 
rights education.
The Commonwealth Government 
invited proposals for pilot projects 
between Family Relationship Centres and CLCs. ECLC 
led a successful proposal with the Ringwood FRC, VLA 
and EDVOS and this was successfully established. 
FRC staff and lawyers are working closely together 
and access for clients has been improved, with clear 
benefits for parents and children. These pilots have 
now been funded on an ongoing basis in a welcome 
recurrent funding boost to the Centre and the 
CLC sector.
The Centre continues to work closely with its partners 
in the Intervention Order Support Service. In early 2010, 
a number of joint funding applications were prepared. 
In June the Victoria Law Foundation approved a grant 
to develop an educational video on the Intervention 
Order process. Further major initiatives in this 
collaboration are planned.

Everyone’s story is important…
The development of Seniors Rights Victoria has 
continued. An advocacy position is now based at the 
Centre and a partnership with the Inner East PCP has 
expanded community awareness regarding 
elder abuse.

A new outreach service in Bulleen was 
established, in partnership with BATCH 
and the support of Manningham City 
Council. This area has particular 
access challenges and this is the tenth 
outreach service being operated by the 
Centre.

A playful story… 
In human rights education, ECLC’s 
fledgling play has grown into a 
significant program with national 
significance. 
Human Rights are Aussie Rules has 
a suite of performance, classroom 
workshops, a website and a broader 
advocacy agenda that has been utilised 
in schools across the east and beyond 
and is gaining broad recognition. 
Attorney-General Robert McClelland 
visited ECLC to be briefed on the 
project and the government’s Human 

Rights Framework included a strong educational 
focus. The program has been invited to work interstate 
and recently was granted funding from the State 
government.

Did you hear the one about…
As bushfire-affected communities moved to recovery, 
ECLC’s response was ongoing and still has an 
increased presence. 
Further listening occurred as a significant legal needs 
study for the Yarra Ranges was completed and with 
agencies and other supporters a major campaign 
initiated for a permanent community legal service. The 
Centre has a commitment to support these affected 
communities that have limited access to legal services 
and strives to expand this support.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERCHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

I would like to tell you a story…
Despite the achievements, there is more to do and 
some stories remain untold. There has been strong 
advocacy for increased resources for the Court-based 
family violence work, an area clearly under-funded in 
comparison with other locations. 
As governments thankfully expand 
and improve the response to victims 
of family violence (overwhelmingly 
women and children) through 
service expansion and partnerships, 
specific gaps like legal support at 
the Court, significantly undermine 
this commitment. The Centre will 
continue to press this need.

A shared journey...
Partnerships with funding and 
community partners are an essential 
component of the story. I thank all 
of our funding partners for their trust 
and support, acknowledging that 
financial resources are only one 
component of the work together. 
A number of new partnerships have 
been developed and these agencies 
and people sharing in our story are 
welcomed. Appreciation is extended 
to all of our partners for their 
collaboration and support and we look forward  
to achieving more together.

It’s a growing story….
Every day of the week – including many weekends, 
volunteers are hearing and sharing stories. 
While the legal and paralegal volunteers who staff 
‘night service’ and ‘front desk’ remain fundamental, 
through YRIPP, the Diversity Consultancy Panel, and 
other projects an increasing diversity of volunteers and 
their roles is developing. Our vast appreciation of their 
efforts was celebrated in style at the Volunteers’ Dinner.
Through various initiatives the staff and volunteer 
team has grown. Whether providing direct support to 
clients, leading community development, education or 

partnership activities or supporting the organisation, 
the hard work has yielded impressive results. With a 
larger team, there are many new ideas and initiatives 
being developed. 
Yet it can be hard work to hear so many difficult stories 
so often. I thank all of the staff team for the impressive 
commitment, passion and expertise that they bring to 

the roles they play.

Once upon a time…
A good story needs a plan. The board 
monitors and develops the Centre’s 
story with flexibility and skill. 
The 2008-10 Strategic Plan is coming 
to a close and clearly significant 
chapters in the plan have been well 
written and read. Planning for the next 
volume is commencing. 
I would like to offer appreciation to the 
Board, capably led by Helen Killmier 
and the Executive for their affirmation, 
challenges and insight throughout the 
year. 
Your stories and perspectives enrich 
the Centre and ensure that the ‘big 
picture’ story as well as today’s short 
story are heard and developed. You 
are playing a key part in the strength 
and responsiveness of the Centre.

What’s your story?
Whatever your role with ECLC, your story is important. 
Your assistance and support is vital as there is much 
more to be done. 
As the work has diversified, there are more 
opportunities to be involved and yet we are truly one 
organisation working together to meet the legal and 
related needs of our many communities, especially 
those experiencing disadvantage whether obvious or 
hidden. 
We welcome your additions to the narrative as we 
develop ...

Many Stories – One Centre.

Our centre is built 
on stories. Every 

day people call up 
or come in and they 
have a story to tell. 
Sometimes they are 
funny, sometimes 

sad, too often they 
are scary stories 

filled with fear. 
Every story needs 

someone...

Your stories and 
perspectives 

enrich the Centre 
and ensure that the 

‘big picture’ 
story as well as 

today’s short story 
are heard and 

developed. You are 
playing a key part 
in the strength and 
responsiveness of 

the Centre.

Michael Smith

“It is not the voice that commands the story:  it is 
the ear,” Italo Calvinothe ear,” Italo Calvino
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There has been an 
extraordinary 
53 per cent 

increase in numbers 
of clients 

seen over the year - 
520 this year 

compared with 340 
in the 2008-2009 

year.

FAMILY LAW 

ECLC continues to conduct the Intervention Order Support Service at the 
Ringwood Magistrates’ Court each Tuesday and Friday. The program is 
delivered in partnership with VLA Ringwood, EDVOS and the Court. ECLC 
also enjoys the support of local firms Robinson Gill and Moores Legal in the 
delivery of the program, as well as many ECLC paralegal volunteers.

Again this year intervention orders were one of the largest issues on 
which ECLC provided advice and assistance, both prior to Court in our 
offices as well as at the Ringwood Magistrates Court. There has been an 
extraordinary 53% increase in numbers of clients seen over the year (520 this 
year compared with 340 in the 2008-09 year). In addition, the 2008 Act has 
required that more comprehensive advice and assistance be given to clients 
which has made for a very busy service indeed.

ECLC was delighted to received funding from the Victoria Law Foundation to 
develop an educational video regarding the Intervention Order application 
and response process and this is now being implemented.We look forward 
to continuing to provide this valuable service well into the future. 

In 2006 the Commonwealth Government amended the Family Law Act,  
with an increased focus on family dispute resolution prior to court  
proceedings.

ECLC’s activities and services cover an amazing 
breadth - there can be no doubt that there is 
tremendous demand for our services in a region of 
Melbourne where a lot of the need is “disguised” and 
does not attract the publicity that it should.
The lawyers in the program are involved in a diverse 
range of activities, including advice and casework, 
together with community education activities and input 
into various partnerships and law reform activities.
ECLC’s paramount focus continues to be family 
violence and family law which amounts to about 60 per 
cent of the staff workload, particularly the Intervention 
Order Support Service (IOSS). With the passage of a 
new act in late 2008, the definition of family violence has been widened and, as a consequence, 

the nature and range of matters coming 
before the court has enlarged considerably, 
keeping the lawyers busier than ever before.
In addition to the family violence and family 
law work, ECLC lawyers cover a diverse 
range of work comprising debt queries, 
infringements and fines, motor vehicle 
accidents, neighbourhood disputes, police 
summary matters and victims of crime. 
Thanks are extended to the dedicated and 
talented team of lawyers, supported by a 
committed and hard-working team of staff 
and volunteers.

LEGAL SERVICESLEGAL SERVICES
There has been no shortage of challenges in what has There has been no shortage of challenges in what has 
been a busy and demanding year.been a busy and demanding year.

A recent case involved a young man who had 
accumulated over half-a-dozen infringements 
through speeding fines, which due to neglect had evolved into Sheriff’s warrants. If ignored, these lead 
to more court costs being imposed, seizure of the offender’s goods or in the worst cases, imprisonment. 
ECLC’s client had lost his job and his marriage had collapsed. He was also experiencing significant episodes 
of depression, substance abuse problems, anxiety and he was seeking treatment from a local psychologist.

On receiving instructions the ECLC lawyer arranged for his fines to be consolidated and then sought 
leave from the court to make a “special circumstances” application, which allowed the client’s personal 
circumstances which had contributed towards, and to some extent, explained his offending, to be put before 
the court. The court listened sympathetically and waived the fines through issuing a good behavior bond, with 
the special condition that the client attend ongoing drug and psychological counseling.

Case Study  The court listened sympathetically and 
waived the fines through issuing a good 
behaviour bond.

To support that process a number of Family 
Relationship Centres (FRCs) were established 
throughout the country staffed by Family Dispute 
Resolution Practitioners whose primary role is to 
conduct mediation (as most would understand it) 
between parents.
In 2009, changes led by Commonwealth Attorney-
General Robert McClelland, proposed that lawyers, 
FRCs and other agencies work more closely in this 
process in the hope that their involvement might further 
assist in resolution of potentially damaging ongoing 
disputes. The FRC Pilot Program was born.
At ECLC we have been fortunate to be paired with the 
Ringwood FRC. We operate in partnership with that 
Centre, VLA Ringwood and EDVOS. The lawyers add 

a legal aspect to that Centre’s information sessions 
to FRC clients. ECLC (and VLA) are able to provide 
legal advice at the centre and do so on a fortnightly 
basis. It is intended that ECLC and VLA lawyers assist 
in mediations where appropriate and the partners 
are looking forward to undertaking our first assisted 
mediation in the near future.
One of the achievements of the program has been 
to assist FRC clients through the often complicated 
maze of referrals that may be involved in dealing with 
the practical consequences of a family relationship 
breakdown. ECLC lawyers have come to understand 
better the role and value of family dispute resolution 
practitioners and consequently an increased respect 
for that role.
The multi-disciplinary approach has enabled a broader 
range of ideas and opportunities to be utilised to 
develop durable and flexible arrangements for children 
unfortunately caught in these disputes – who should be 
the focus of concern.
We look forward to continuing and developing this 
partnership and to the evaluation that is currently being 
undertaken by the Australian Institute of Family Studies. 
We are confident that the evaluation will show that the 
pilot program is achieving what it set out to do and 
we are delighted that now it has been funded by the 
Commonwealth on a recurrent basis.

Intervention Order Support Service
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